A $1-billion reach into Calgary's sky: EnCana tower to be tallest west of Toronto. -- Foster + Partners - Globe and Mail (Canada)

Skyscraper unveiled: The 1.7 million sq. ft. headquarters for EnCana, along with a smaller building to the north that will house cultural and retail space. "The Bow" that will fill two city blocks. -- Foster and Partners [images] - Calgary Sun (Canada)

Rothschild Hires Rem Koolhaas to Design New London Headquarters -- Office for Metropolitan Architecture (OMA) - Bloomberg News

Rising in the Rockies: Daniel Libeskind, unappreciated at New York's ground zero, creates a bold, brilliantly planned Denver Art Museum addition. -- Habitera - Memphis Daily News

Children's Hospital reveals dazzling vision: features flair for the dramatic -- Zimmer Gunsul Frasca Partnership; Solomon Cordwell Buenz; Anderson Mikos Architects - Chicago Tribune


Architecture takes on climate control: What do Jakarta office towers and catwalk models have in common? Here is a hint: They are nice to look at but expensive to maintain. -- The Jakarta Post

Convergence and collaboration characterize the Sam Fox School of Design & Visual Arts: ...reflects larger developments within art and architecture education... -- Fumihiko Maki - Washington University in St. Louis

Long Beach master plan to be awarded: D.C. architect leads winning design team...plan for the city as part of the Mississippi Renewal Forum, launched to help counties along the Coast overcome the devastation of Hurricane Katrina. -- Ayers/Saint/Gross - SunHerald (Mississippi)

Ed Bacon Foundation announces winners of "Imagining Penn Center," its first national student design competition links to images: Ed Bacon Foundation

Kyohei Sakaguchi: Zero Yen House [at Vancouver Art Gallery]: ...he appears to be obsessed with this peculiar and transient form of "vernacular architecture"...makes the point repeatedly that these zero-yen houses can be models for future architectural thinking... - Straight (Vancouver)

"The Architecture of Happiness": The architecture and sense of style around us can change affect moods and explain something about ourselves. That's the crux of Alain de Botton's argument in his new book [audio] - National Public Radio (NPR)

Building on a pleasure principle: "The Architecture of Happiness": Alain de Botton delves into the relationship between a structure's looks and our feelings... - Los Angeles Times

North Carolina Museum of Art Expansion: Skylights and garden galleries create a firmly grounded museum expansion that sits softly on the land. -- Thomas Phifer and Partners - ArchNewsNow